Dynamic surface tension measurements with submillisecond resolution using a capillary-jet instability technique.
An oscillating capillary jet method is implemented to measure surface tension of aqueous nonionic surfactant solutions as a function of surface age from the jet orifice. The experimental technique captures the evolution of jet swells and necks continuously along the jet propagation axis and is used in conjunction with an existing linear, axisymmetric, constant-property model to determine surface tension of liquids. The method is first validated using deionized water and isopropyl alcohol (constant surface tension test fluids) and a procedure is described to identify the optimum wavelength from the breakup point, which produces the smallest error in surface tension measurements. Dynamic surface tension data of concentrated aqueous Tergitol NP-8 surfactant solutions is then presented. The measurements are performed over a spatial length of approximately 1.5 wavelengths, a span corresponding to 0.6-4.2 ms time window from the jet orifice. Submillisecond surface age measurements are made possible by decreasing the jet diameter. Increased surfactant concentrations make the liquid jet more stable and allow measurements at higher surface ages. The correlation of Hua and Rosen fits well the dynamic surface tension data, which includes submillisecond surface ages. Finally, the time required for surface tension to reach equilibrium levels is estimated using a simple adsorption kinetics theory of surfactant molecules on the liquid/air interface.